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 Confectionery factory LLC “V.A.Sh. SHOKOLATIE+”, founded in 
2017, was the first in the confectionery industry of the Russian Federation to 
create a completely new line: multigrain sweets.
 These sweets consist of a mixture of three cereals, natural chocolate 
or confectioner's glaze.
 Currently, our confectionery factory is a leader among manufacturers 
of multigrain sweets*.
 Products manufactured by our confectionery factory LLC “V.A.Sh. 
SHOKOLATIE+” meets international quality standards, which is confirmed 
by certificates such as Halal, Eco, Kosher certifications, and diplomas and 
medals awarded at The Best Product International Contests.
 There are two ways our products are presented: by weight and 
packedoptions.
 We appreciate our partners and offer favorable terms of long-run 
cooperation.

*According to ratings of chocolate and chocolate sweet manufacturers of the industry
publication “Confectionery Products”:
2020: LLC “V.A.Sh. SHOKOLATIE+” took the 32nd place, the first place among manufacturers
of multigrain sweets,
2021: LLC “V.A.Sh. SHOKOLATIE+” took the 28th place, the first place among manufacturers
of multigrain sweets.



Our products have been awarded with diplomas and medals 
at International contests: “THE BEST PRODUCT – 2019”, 

“THE BEST PRODUCT – 2020”, “THE BEST PRODUCT – 2021” 
and “THE BEST PRODUCT – 2022”.



 In 2020, LLC "V.A.Sh. SHOKOLATIE+” made a decision to systematically 

rebrand its products: the brand name Cobarde El CHOCOLATE is changed to 

Co barre de CHOCOLAT.

 Cobarde El CHOCOLATE is rebranded to Co barre de CHOCOLAT to 

preserve the original name sound and spelling as much as possible without 

making drastic changes in the design of the product packaging.

 The new brand Co barre de CHOCOLAT is inspired by images of 

French confectionery products and elegant melodious intonations of the 

French language.

 In XVII - XIX centuries, the French language was the second language 

in Russia which is known from literary works by such writers as Lev Tolstoy, 

Alexander Chekhov etc. This legacy makes our brand familiar and friendly to 

Russian consumers.



  Brand name Cobarde El CHOCOLATE
 is changed to Co barre de CHOCOLAT. 



Multigrain sweets    

Co barre de CHOCOLAT

come individually wrapped – a balanced treat for the whole 

family. 

 The main ingredient of our confections – cereals derived 

exclusively from wheat, corn and oatmeal.

 A family gathering, a wild party night with friends, or a 

reunion of old companions – Co barre de CHOCOLAT is an ideal 

treat in every house. 

 Also, it is convenient to bring our candies with you, 

so as to enjoy the amazing crunchiness, covered in a delicate 

confectioner’s glaze or milk chocolate.

 Multigrain sweets Co barre de CHOCOLAT bring the 

maximum in taste, as well as the benefit of three grain strains.



Multi-cereal sweets  
in dark confectioner's glaze with Cheesecake flavor.

Multi-cereal sweets  
in dark confectioner's glaze with Cappuccino flavor.

Discover the gamut of flavors with 
Multigrain sweets Co barre de CHOCOLAT!

 

Packing
120 g, 500 g, 

1 kg

Corrugated 
cardboard 
2 kg each 

Storage life 
  12 months 

COATED
IN GLAZE



Multigrain sweets with dark confectioner's glaze.
 Multigrain sweets with white confectioner's glaze. 

Delicious sweets, containing healthy grains such as wheat, corn 
and oatmeal, coated in a delicate confectioner's glaze. 

Packing
150 g, 200 g, 
400 g, 500 g, 

1 kg

Corrugated  
cardboard 
2 kg each

Storage life 
  12 months



Favorite Multigrain sweets 
Co barre de CHOCOLAT in a lidless box.

Multigrain sweets  
with dark confectioner's glaze 

Multigrain sweets  
with white confectioner's glaze

Assorted multigrain sweets 
with white and dark confectioner's glaze

0.6 kg

0.6 kg

0.9 kg



Multigrain sweets Co barre de CHOCOLAT with nuts are a special 
treat, which is hard to resist!



 

Multigrain sweets with walnuts.  
Multigrain sweets with whole cashew nuts.

Multigrain sweets with whole almonds.

Packing
200 g, 1 kg 

Corrugated  
cardboard 
2 kg each 

Storage life 
  12 months



Fried sesame give a magical flavor to the 
Multigrain sweets Co barre de CHOCOLAT. 

Try it and see for yourself!



  

Multigrain sweets with fried sesame 
and white confectioner's glaze.

Multigrain sweets with fried sesame 
and dark confectioner's glaze.

Packing
200 g, 400 g, 

 1 kg 

Corrugated  
cardboard 
2 kg each 

Storage life 
  12 months 



Vitamin complex contained in raisins 
perfectly complements and strengthens the useful properties 

of Multigrain sweets Co barre de CHOCOLAT.



Multigrain sweets with selected raisins.

Packing
200 g, 400 g,

1 kg 

Corrugated  
cardboard 
2 kg each

Storage life 
  12 months



Discover a new treat – Multigrain sweets 
Co barre de CHOCOLAT with milk chocolate. Delicious 

sweets, combining the tenderness of natural 
milk chocolate, the benefits of cereals and nuts.



Multigrain sweets with milk chocolate.
Multigrain sweets with milk chocolate and whole almonds.
Multigrain sweets with milk chocolate whole cashew nuts.

Corrugated  
cardboard 
2 kg each

Storage life 
  12 months



Multigrain sweets Co barre de CHOCOLAT with milk chocolate in a 
gift box.

Multigrain sweets with milk chocolate.

Cardboard sleeve box 
200 g

NEW



NOTES

Multigrain sweets with milk chocolate.
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